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On October 11 last year, heavenly Japan started anew toward Vision 2027 with a new system, which True
Parents had established.
As a special strategy for supporting the settlement of the father nation as a heavenly, unified Korea by
2022, first, Korean–Japanese and Japanese–Korean couples will support heavenly tribal messiah activities
in Korea. Second, the more than one thousand international families in Japan will support international
families in Korea and work with them through community exchange activities. Third, we will advance the
providence to restore Korean residents living in Japan centered on the Universal Peace Federation, so that
Korean residents in Japan and Korean– Japanese and Japanese–Korean couples can support Korea, the
father nation, working hand in hand, to open the gates to the unification of North Korea and South Korea.
In order to achieve these strategic goals, heavenly Japan held a one-hundred-day "Special Jeongseong
Course for the Victory of Vision 2027" from November 1 to February 8 last year. On the foundation of
that victory, this past February 7, we were able to offer a Heavenly Japan Sunday Service of Hope, during
which we attended True Mother in person. True Mother sang a children's song called "Hal Mi Kot"
[Pasqueflowe]," a song True Father enjoyed singing when thinking about Japanese members. True
Mother said, "Let's make a strong determination to reclaim the great victory of restoring the nation and as
the mother nation, create a miracle that can be shown to the world."
In line with the significance that True Mother attributed to the pasqueflower which is to "exhibit loyalty
to the point that even the sad memories of the Fall disappear," heavenly Japan will move forward with the
determination to victoriously restore the nation. Thank you.

